ED HARTMAN PERCUSSION STUDIO BOOK/EQUIPMENT LIST:
NOTE: Most of these books last 1-3 years, so the price of these books ($8-25) is low for
the return of information and usage. There are a lot more books than here, and I am
always interested in students bringing in their own books and sources to augment the
lesson. Some books may be optional for intermediate and advanced students.
LOCAL STORES: (Please support if possible)
http://www.tedbrownmusic.com/t-seattle.aspx (206) 622-0171 (50th and Roosevelt, UDist with Multiple locations) – Lots of books.
http://bennettdrums.com/ (425) 747-6145 (Bellevue) – Specialty drumshop.
http://www.americanmusic.com/ (206) 633-1774 (Fremont) – Large drum department.
http://www.kennellykeysmusic.com/ (206) 440-8299 (Northgate, Multiple locations) –
Band Instruments.
https://www.tradingmusician.com (206) 522-6707 (Roosevelt) – Used equipment.
http://georgetownmusicstore.com/ (206) 767-2718 (Georgetown) – Used equipment.
ONLINE:
https://www.alfred.com/
https://kjos.com
https://www.halleonard.com
http://prodrumshop.com/ (TRY PUBLISHING)
http://www.lonestarpercussion.com/
http://www.steveweissmusic.com/
DRUMSET: (Includes snare drum, concert percussion for school band, etc.)
BEGINNER:
FIRST 2 TO 3 MONTHS: (Required)
ULTIMATE STICK CONTROL – ED HARTMAN
FIRST YEAR:
ULTIMATE SYNCOPATION– ED HARTMAN
THE RHYTHM METHOD– ED HARTMAN
STICK CONTROL STONE 32749 AFRED MUSIC
SYNCOPATION FOR MODERN DRUMMER 17308 AFRED MUSIC
LEARN TO PLAY THE SNARE V1 739 AFRED MUSIC
ULTIMATE REALISTIC ROCK DRUM BK&2CD DF0005CD AFRED MUSIC
DRUM SESSIONS VOL 1 W CD 151DCT KJOS MUSIC
LATER IN THE FIRST YEAR:
ADVANCED TECH MODERN DRUMMER CHAPIN 0681B AFRED MUSIC
DRUMMING FOR DOLLARS– ED HARTMAN
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED: (as needed)
THE REAL BOOK VOL. 1 IN C 0634060384 HAL LEONARD
ACCENTS AND REBOUNDS 32750 AFRED MUSIC
MODERN SCHOOL FOR SNARE DRUM 0714B AFRED MUSIC
A MODERN APPROACH TO IND CEROLI VOL 1 TRY PUBLISHING CO
STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE JAZZ DRUMS W31D KJOS MUSIC

CONTEMP BRUSH TECH/BK&CD
19624AFRED MUSIC
DRUM SESSIONS VOL 2 W CD KJOS MUSIC
ESSENTIAL STYLES 1/BK&CD DRUM&BASS 4300 ALFRED
DRUMSTICK CONTROL/BK&CD 32037 ALFRED
DRUM SOLOS & FILL-INS BK 1 17309 ALFRED
WILCOXON FINGER CONTROL LUDWIG-MASTERS PUBLICATIONS
WILCOXON MOD RUD SWING SOLOS WILCOXON-02 LUDWIG-MASTERS
PUBLICATIONS
GROOVE ESSENTIALS VOL 1. 1423406788 HUDSON MUSIC
MALLET LESSON BOOKS:
BEGINNER: (Required)
ULTIMATE STICK CONTROL – ED HARTMAN
FIRST YEAR:
ULTIMATE SYNCOPATION– ED HARTMAN
THE RHYTHM METHOD– ED HARTMAN
STICK CONTROL STONE 32749 AFRED MUSIC
SYNCOPATION FOR MODERN DRUMMER 17308 AFRED MUSIC
PRACT THEORY COMP – BOOK KJOS MUSIC
LEARN TO PLAY KEYBOARD PERCUSSION 740
OR
RUBANK ELEMENTARY METHOD MARIMBARUBL57 04470100 RUBANK
BASS SESSIONS BK 1 W CD
151BCT KJOS MUSIC
GUITAR SESSIONS BK 1 W CD C151GCT KJOS MUSIC
KEYBOARDS SESSIONS BK 1 BK ONLY
151K KJOS MUSIC
INTERMEDIATE:
THE REAL BOOK VOL. 1 IN C 0634060384 HAL LEONARD (ALSO ON DRUM
BOOKLIST)
MODERN SCHOOL FOR XYLOPHONE/MARIMBA
0505B AFRED MUSIC
FIRST JAZZ PERFORMANCE -DRUMS W42PR2 KJOS MUSIC
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE JAZZ COMBO SESSION-DRUMS & VIBES KJOS
MUSIC
Mallet Instruments: (Ask Ed about where or how to get one)
Bells/Glockenspeil (1 1/2-2 octaves) Price range: $125.00-1,000.00 (Metal bars-high
range)
Xylophone (2 1/2-3 1/2 octaves) Price range: $1000-5,000.00 (Paduk/Rosewood barshigh range)
Vibraphone (3 octaves) Price range: $1000-5,000.00 (Metal bars-mid-range)
Marimba (2-5 octaves) Price range: $500-25,000.00 (Paduk/Rosewood bars-low to mid
range)
Drumset Equipment:

Ed’s Quick Guide to buying a Drumset
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QG4s6ubEs4
Basic Equipment Needs for beginner drumset student (all ages):
 Spiral Notebook (70 sheet standard size)
 Bag for books, sticks, etc.
 Pair of 5A drumsticks VF5A or similar medium weight and size sticks.
 Pair of VF-SD1 for snare drum practice (larger diameter for roll pratice)
 RealFeel 6 or 12 inch practice pad or similar
 Adjustable throne or chair (no arms)
 Music stand (Portable/folding heavy metal stand for books) Hamiliton, Manhasset,
Proline or similar.
 Recording device (phone, hand recorder, etc.)
 OPTIONAL:
 Hot Rods (for quieter play)
 Brushes (for jazz)
 Cowbells, extra splash cymbals for the drumset.
 Triangle, woodblock, tambourine for concert band.
 Soft Mallets (for Timpani)
 Yarn, rubber mallets for xylophone, bells, vibes, marimba.
 Electronic Keyboard, $99.95-199.95 Keyboard can accompany any instrument-can
change speed, etc. Great for mallet students, also.
Drumset: ($400 and up new. $700 and up with cymbals)
 5 Piece (Inexpensive is fine) – Snare, High Tom, Middle Tom, Low Tom, Bass
Drum. Smaller set for jazz, Larger for Rock. You will generally pay the same for
a 5pc as a 4pc. Get the 5pc. You can always leave a drum out.
 Hardware: Snare stand, Two Cymbal Stands, Hi-Hat Stand, Bass Drum Pedal,
Throne (seat)
 Cymbals (20” Ride Cymbal, 16” Crash Cymbal, (2) 14” Hi-Hat Cymbals) B8
cymbals (8% tin, machine hammered) are OK, but there are less expensive B20
(high quality – 20% tin, hand-hammered) cymbals for the same price range as B8
cymbals. B20 are PRO cymbals and will last a lifetime. Cheap cymbals that
come with drumsets are OK to start, but not good for the long run, and usually
they leave a cymbal out. My curriculum uses ALL the cymbals from the
beginning.

How to Buy a Drumset
By Ed Hartman
Which Drumset Should I Get?
A little story: When I was twelve or thirteen, I got my first drumset. I had been
taking lessons for a few years and was ready to play. My folks took me downtown
Chicago to one of the three major drum shops. My teacher was a good friend of the
owner, who was also a good drummer. The drums were made by Camco, a relatively
unknown company at that time. The cymbals took two hours to match, by the owner of
the store. For a kid, this was a lot of work to buy a drumset. When I finally sold this set,
it had become a collectors item. Of course, when I got it, nobody knew what kind it was,
and I was constantly ridiculed by my fellow drummers in school. I still use the cymbals
because they sound so good. Some of the hardware is still in use because it was well
constructed. This equipment lasted over 25 years and is still going strong. The resale
value has actually gone up! Drums can be an investment, if you know what to buy.
Should I buy used or new equipment?
This is a tough question to answer. Used can be a great value, although older
equipment can fail and be more difficult to find parts for. New is tempting because the
look of the set, along with parts and service potential. Unlike cars, drums are not sold
with warrantees. There really isn't a lot that can go wrong, but things happen, especially
on the road!
Should I buy an entire drumset or get parts by the piece?
You can go either way, although you'll probably get a better deal buying as a full
drumset at once rather than a-la-cart. There can be a sense of priority to buying drums.
A drum instructor MAY recommend a snare drum as a good first drum, followed by the
toms, bass drum, hi-hat, ride and crash in that order. The reasoning has to do with
musical styles and technique of learning. Many used sets throw in a lot of extra stands
and cymbals that could add up to big $$ new.
How much should I spend?
That is the question. You can spend anywhere from $100 to $10,000 for a set of
drums. Like any product, you get what you pay for. Cheap materials fall apart.
Expensive materials may be more than you need. The use of the drums is the key to
answering how much to spend.
Questions to ask yourself, and help answer your needs include:
What kind of music are you going to play?
Do you need heavy duty construction, or lightweight design?
Is your drumset going to stay in your basement, travel locally, nationally or
internationally?
Do you need cases?
Do you know about tuning and construction?
Do you have friends that can help fix or repair your equipment?

The most important question to ask yourself is: Do you know how to play the
instrument?
If not, are you willing to learn? In fact, everyone can use help throughout their
career. Even the most impressive professional players attend clinics, take lessons from
masters, or go through new books, tapes and videos. The biggest mistake you will ever
make, is to assume that playing the drumset is easy and simple. Yes, simple rock and roll
is not that hard, especially if you've been listening to it on the radio for years. But, there
is a big difference between experienced, professional and versatile players that make a
living playing drums. Versatility, or know how to play many kinds of styles and be in
many kinds of situations is the best skill of all. Versatile players are usually open minded
to other styles and forms of music, such as classical, jazz, and music from around the
world. The more you learn about the huge variety of music, the easier it is to buy
equipment to fit your needs. A lot of non-western drumset playing is based on imitating
congas and percussion. It is important, therefore to know what you're trying to imitate.
If you know how to play congas, you might be able to imitate them on the drumset better.
Buying a drumset can be both a challenge and a fun experience. There are many things
to know when buying a drumset, and what follows are some tips that can be applied to
any kind of drumset including used and new equipment.
What kind of drumset should I get?
There are many sizes of drumsets. A FOUR piece set includes a snare, a mounted
tom (usually over the bass drum), a low tom (on the floor), and a bass drum. A FIVE
piece set would add one more tom mounted on the base drum.
What drum company is good?
There are many companies that make drumsets. The Asian/American
companies include Yamaha, Tama, Ddrums, Sunlite, Peace, Mapex, Pearl and a host of
new ones from Taiwan. The prices can be competitive, and quality mixed. The
European companies feature Sonor and Premier. Parts can be a bit of a problem. There
are many American companies such as Ludwig, Gretch, DW, Slingerland, Older
companies include: Camco and Rogers. Be warned that many American companies have
been bought out by other companies, including some of the above. Some American
companies make some components here, and others abroad.
Keep in mind, parts can be difficult to get a hold of, and some things are out of sync
with the rest of the performing world. For instance, different kinds of tuning lugs and
keys can be a great idea, except if you're on the road, and the local dealer only has
standard parts. Of course, having a great tech fixing you're gear on the road eases this
problem. Also, if you're an endorsee of the product, you can get repair parts cheaply and
faster than the general public, so be careful about the hype!
What are the components of a drumset?
There are three basic components to a drumset, and they are 1) The shells, 2) the
hardware, and 3) the cymbals.

I.) The shells.
A) Drum shell sizes and shapes.
1) The snare drum. The snare drum is a 13-15" diameter metal drum
with a snare mechanism (a moving part-subject to problems). Popular snares are
generally 14". The shell can be anywhere from 5-8" deep. Deep snares are loud and
lower in pitch. Regular snares can be higher in pitch. Piccolo snares are very small and
can have a very high cutting pitch.
2) The tom-toms. Toms are anywhere from 8-20" in diameter. They
can be a standard or power depth. Power toms are deeper for deeper tone in rock and
popular styles. Jazz players prefer standard shells, although styles a combined in the last
few decades, and sizes have become less separated.
3) The Bass-Drum. The bass drum or "kick" drum is what you play
your foot with. Bass drums can be anywhere from 18-28" deep. The most common size
for rock is 22" and 20" for jazz. The depth varies quite a bit depending on the type of
music to be played.
B) Shell materials. The shells of a drumset can be made of a variety of
materials, including wood, metal, fiberglass or composite materials.
1) Wood. Wood drums are the most common, and can be divided into
expensive types of wood including birch, maple and mahogany, and cheaper types of
wood such as simple plywood. Maple is probably the most sought after wood shell, and
has a lighter color with an easy to see grain. Birch shells are a little darker, although
many shells are painted or stained and can hide the original grain. Cheap plywood shells
can be found in many entry level sets. It can sound just fine for beginners. Keep in
mind, tuning the drum can make any drum sound better, and a great maple shell drum can
sound bad if not properly tuned. The amount of wood sheets that are wrapped together is
referred to as the "ply". Typically, shells can have anywhere from 3-12 ply of wood
pieces. All types of wood can be intermixed to create different types of sounds. Thicker
shells can be louder and bassier, while thinner shells can have more resonance and tonal
qualities.
2) Metal. Metal shells, or sometimes referred to as chrome shells, can
be made of a wide variety of metal types. Cheap metal snares can bend easily, and heavy
duty metal drums can be very heavy and strong. There is a good amount of pressure
holding drumheads on the shell, and thin materials can bend and warp. Brass snares have
a great sound and can look good. A few drum companies have experimented with metal
shell tom-toms for loud rock drumsets, and they do have a "heavy metal" look.
3) Fiberglass. Fiberglass shells, such as the early Zyklos, Fibes, or
Ludwig Vistalite models drumsets are a very loud, like metal shells, because there is no
absorption of the sound. The sound reflects out of the drum very easily. Fiberglass can
break if dropped and has a history of cracking.
4) Composite materials. Composite materials are materials made of
more than one kind of wood, but rather than sandwiching the boards together ("7 ply, 9
ply") the material is blended together. This is usually a cheaper process, but the sound is

generally not a super high quality type. There are great sounding composite shell drums,
that use space age processes. If your playing popular music, you may be going for more
of a deep thud kind of tone, rather than a tonal sound (like a specific note). In this case,
composite shells can be great and inexpensive. Remo has experimented successfully
with composite shells for all kinds of drums including toms and hand drums.
II.) The hardware.
Hardware is probably the most constantly innovative part of the drumsets. Shells have
pretty much stayed the same in construction since their inception. In fact, many
drummers prefer older shells for good sound. On the other hand, hardware, or all of the
metal stands, fixtures, and pedals, are constantly changing to the needs of drummers,
depending on the demands of professionals or students. If you are a student, you
probably don't need state of the art touring hardware that weighs a ton, and will hold up
the Golden Gate Bridge. If you're a touring professional drummer you probably don't
want thin metal that is likely to fall apart at the first cymbal crash. Many companies have
spent considerable time and money trying to come up with ways to satisfy both markets.
There are three kinds of hardware, light weight, medium weight and heavy weight.
When in doubt, you probably should go for medium weight, because it is built to satisfy
professional and student markets. Heavyweight hardware is great if you really want
things to be stable and withstand an earthquake. There is considerable vibration from
drumming. Popular rock drummers might consider getting rather sturdy hardware.
Lightweight hardware can be ideal for jazz players and light hitting drummers. Gibralter
is a company that specializes in hardware.
A.) Stands. Stands can be divided into straight and boom types.
1) Straight stands. Straight stands are the simplest kind of stand,
because they simply raise the cymbal up and tilt it. You can get away with simple stands
(especially the ride stand), because some cymbals can be low to the drummer.
2) Boom stands. The more cymbals you have, though, the more
positioning becomes important. To get a lot of cymbals to fit into a set up requires
booms, or extensions from the base of the stands. The cymbals can be positioned in
many ways to accommodate many different styles. You can sometimes refit a straight
stand into a boom, and vice versa. Yamaha makes a great stand that is actually both.
The bases for stands can have single or double type bracing. Double is a little
stronger, but not always necessary. Boom stands require greater diameter bases to be
able to counterbalance the cymbal weight.
3) The rack system. The rack is a series of tube like together in a
frame to hold drums, and cymbals. It can be very lightweight, or very heavy. The rack is
a relatively new idea, does strengthen most set-ups, especially if you have many cymbals
and accessories. If you have a roadie, a rack can be an easy way to guarantee a consistent
set-up. Racks can actually take up less floor space than stands.
4) Pedals. The are two kinds of pedals: the bass drum (kick) pedal
and the hi-hat pedal. Pedals are the only moving parts of a drumset. They account for all
of your foot technique. You should get the best constructed pedals you can afford.
Cheap pedals fail and can be slow. This can affect your development as a drummer, and
cause real problems on the bandstand. Some companies specialize in pedals like Drum-

Workshop (D.W.). Double bass pedals can control two bass drums or two mallets on one
bass drum. This is great for very fast playing, because you can generally play faster with
two limbs than one. Double bass pedals are usually made of higher quality materials and
can some times be bought as single pedals first.
The more adjustments on a pedal, the better for control, although more things can
go wrong. Sometimes, professionals prefer simple pedals because their easier to fix.
You might even consider a back-up pedal (especially the bass drum). Lightweight hi-hat
pedals can be a little unstable for rock player. Wide bases on hi-hat pedals are generally
a better idea. The last thing you want is a hi-hat rocking back and forth.
III.) Cymbals.
There are many cymbal companies from around the world. Cymbals can account for
as much as half the price of a drumset. Zildjian is the most known cymbal manufacturer
in the world. The company has been around for 600 years-older than the U.S. itself.
Secret formulas of metal alloys have been kept for all of that time. Other companies
include: Sabian (very similar to Zildjian-started by ex-Zildjian personnel), Paiste, a Swiss
company, Camber, and a host of others. Some specialty companies make gong like
sounds. There are many different kinds of cymbals made by any one cymbal company.
Cymbals range from high end, very expensive types that have extremely specific sounds
to medium and low end general use kinds. Generally, the larger the cymbal, the more
expensive it is. There are thin, medium thin, and heavy kinds of cymbals. The thinnest
cymbals have the quickest decay of sound, while the thicker types sustain the longest, and
usually have deeper sounds.
A.) Cymbal care.
Thinner cymbals are a little more fragile, and can crack easily if played improperly.
Any cymbal can crack if struck too hard, or if the cymbal is too tight on the stand. An
"L" shaped stroke on the cymbal during crashing, can get a better sound, and be much
safer. Most professional drummers, especially drummers with classical backgrounds
have cymbals that are very old. A cymbal can last more than a lifetime with care. It is
possible to cut out edge cracks if your careful, although the crack can resume if it isn't a
clean cut. Cracks in the center of a cymbal, commonly near the bell, are tougher to fix.
There have been experiments with silver solder, but it is difficult to guarantee the crack
will hold.
B.) Cymbal Cleaning.
Most drummers don't clean there cymbals, out of laziness and because the sound
can be darker as the cymbal gets dirtier.
C.) Sizes of cymbals.
1.) The ride cymbal. The ride cymbal is the largest cymbal. Its size
ranges from 18-24", and is responsible for the constant pulse type playing in rock or the
common "ding-ding-ga-ding" in jazz.
2.) The crash cymbal. Crash cymbals can be found as small as 6"
(splash) to 18" (crash ride). The most common crash is a 16". Thinner crashes are more
recommended for most playing, except very hard players. Two crashes are common
usually including a 16 and 18".
3.) The Hi-Hats. Hi-hat cymbals are the two cymbals facing each
other on the hi-hat stand (with the foot pedal). Hi-hats can be anywhere from 13-16" with

the 14" the most common size. A lot of rock uses hi-hats not only for the "sock" sound of
clapping the two cymbals together, but also for the stick sound on the closed hi-hats.
Most drummers look for a loud and crisp hi-hat sound. Cheap hi-hats can work quite
well if you're mostly going to use them closed.

So what should I do first?
Take your time in getting a drumset. Don't buy on impulse. Ask as many people
around you about musical equipment in general. Talk to music teachers, especially drum
instructors. Information is your best weapon when making a decision about buying
gear. Don't be intimidated by salespeople. Many, salespeople are more concerned with
make a quick buck, than getting the proper equipment for the right person and situation.
Many salespeople are not that good of musicians, and have very limited experience in
music either artistically or professionally. Drum shops that specialize in drum equipment
are a better bet for quality purchases that will last a long time. The only reason why you
should ever sell a drumset is if you want to get a different or better one. If you learn how
to play well, you will probably keep your drumset for the rest of your life, and maybe
beyond. So, most important of all, LESSONS, LESSONS, LESSONS...

Ed Hartman
edhartmanmusic.com
edhartmanlessons.com
Olympic Marimba Records/Productions
9302 231st SW
Edmonds, WA 98020
(206)634-1142 (Studio)
(206)355-0711 (Cell)
Edrums@aol.com
edhartmanmusic@gmail.com
twitter.com/edhartman
facebook.com/ed.hartman1
youtube.com/user/edhartman1
instagram.com/edhartmanmusic

